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GENERAL

Design·-andconstruction-of  the Elk River Reactor  are  proceeding  satisfactorily.
The  design·  is --slightly-behind-schedul·e-for -the-· superheater general- ·arrangement
drawingsj   superheater-·'-buift:ding--fpunda·tions,·extension--of -existing  facilities  and  the
superheater  coal-feed-system. - These  delays-are ·attendant  with-·settling -the
elevation· of- the···operating ··floor·-·ahd-pulverizer-arrangement: Likewise   the
misc.allaneous ·tanks ·and-··miscellaneous equipment · have-been  held up -pending relocation
of the· 305000 gallon water ·storage -tank in  the·-containment -building -for use
during refueling·-operations.   A -return to schedule is anticipated in the near
future«· The erection·  of the· ·containment·-vessel   is  approximately 65% complete
and. about   50% -ahead   of   schedule:-

The  preliminary -Hazards Report was -submitted to AEC-COO on January  5,
1959.  Comments have -been received and are being incorporated. The report
will ·be re-submitted to the Commission by -March 15, 19590

FUEL. ELEMENT A -p_MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Sub-contract No. AT(11-1)-654-003 between ACF and General Electric for the fuel
capsule irradiat·ions was approved and received on January  9 0   1959„ A conceptual
capsule design for the irradiation at Vallecitos· has been prepared and conferences
are being held on this phase of the prpgram.  Purchase orders are being processed
for the procurement of thermocouples ahd·inconel tubing.  Chicago Operations
Office advised that GE.should obtain the allocation"of U-235 for the pellets,
contrary to the wording of the GE-ACF Contract, so GE has diverted the necessary
amount of U-235.  Irradiation is·scheduled for May 1959.

Preparation of specifications for the fuel elements and fuel assemblies
are nearing completion.  Preliminary drafts have been completed on 75% of these.

REACTOR VESSEL AND INTERNAL COMPONENTS
:.. -

I. - Xf.·:  :

The angineering description of the reactor vessel was in a previous issue
of this report . The purchase order ·was placed on October  22,   1958  with  the   low
bidder.  Detail design is continuing and conferences have been held with the
vendor to discuss the technical aspects· ·qf the  vebsel design. Delivery  is
scheduled for November 2, 19590

Proposals have been reviewed for the core structure and grid.  The low
bidder. was invited in to discuss their proposal.  The purchase order is currently
being processed„

CONTROL ROD AND CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM

The specification for the control rod was approved ·and released for quotations„
Proposals ha*e been .reviewed and the purchase order is curregtly being processedo
The reactor will be controlled by cruciform or cross type control elements which

move up and down within the reactor shroud structure.  Space is provided for
thirteen rods.  The blades consist of a 10.5 x 10.5 inch cruciform which has a



58 inch poison length.  The huclear poison is to be a 2% boron stainless steel.
 his ·section ··is · fastened  to· a  45  inch- long (low neutron cross section) zircaloy
follower  which ·preve4ts-·water-·gap-· peaking.     A  9*9 inch zircaloy crucifqrm
connects the zircaloy ·follower· to a stainless steel shaft. This shaft· terminates
-in, a--bayenne·t ·coupling· so that the--control.·blades -can-be=easily-removed  -from
the vesselo- A fi.tt·ing is·-attached ·tot-he top of the blade to provide for lifting.
The-  control: rod-·may-be- disconnected  from the drive· mechanism- for- removal:, · from-
the, reactor-without -draining the reactor vesselo

The purchase -order for the -cont-rol rod -drive ·mechanism was placed with the
low bidder on October 20v 1958.  The supplier is presently preparing production

drawings which · will  be  submitted  to  ACF  for approval.· Deli·very is scheduled  for
Dec·ember 1, ·a959.

PROCESS AND SUPERHEATER

The vendor for the superheater had thpir representatives present for a
meeting -to · ·review· preliminary superheater general arrangement drawings. Final
locations  of the separately- fired superheater, suppprting   steel,-desuperheater
spray -piping·-and   air ·-heater · were   determined. The superheater -building general
arrangement drawings are being revised accordingly. Revised drawings- for-the
·separately fired superheater are·expected··about· -March   16,    ]-959 0

Prints of the following component drawings are presently being-reviewed
for comments:

1. Proposed routing  of  the main -steam and boiler feed piping between
the· ·superheater-building· and   the   Unit   3   systems.

2. Valve con#ections required on the present plant system which will
be connected,'·to -the .reactor project piping systems.

3.0 Proposed· leeation of the new service water pump in the present
building.

4. Miscellaneous tanks«

Revised- prints of the evaporators- and subcooler drawings were returned

with comments to the vendor.

Prints  of  the.  five  heat exchanger drawings- have been· received  and are being
reviewed.

The piping diagrams have been revised to include changes in the system
effected by increasing the storage tank from 15,000 to 30,00Q gallon capacityo

Corrections are being.made on the instruments for the system......
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REACTOR BUILDING, PLANT FACILITIES, ETC.

Drawings and calculatiohs for the containment vessel have been substantially
completed.  Minor questions are being resolved on portions of the operating mechanism
for the personnel air lock.  Testing procedures for the containment vessel

are being reviewed for comments„

Work is progressing on the development of the station cable pan system,
conduit, and eleftrical general arrangement drawings.

CONSTRUCTION AT SITE

All seven vertical couXses and the first course of the dome of the containment
vessel. have been erected.  The thirty-ton overhead crane is being put into place

on tempobary supports. Excavation ·for the air lock has been completed and the
concrete for the foundation has been poured.  The air lock and freight door are
expected at the site during the week.of March 23, 1959.

INSTRUMENTATION

Engineering descriptions and block diagrams for the following instrumentation
systems are contained herein: Nuclear Instrumentation, Radiation Monitoring, Rod
Control Systemo

Reference block diagrams for these systems are appended hereto.

Nuclear Instrumentation System- Engineering Description

General

The neutron instrumentation system is provided to indicate reactor neutron
flux at all power levels, to actuate rod withdrawal interlocks at dangerous

rates of power increase and to actuate a reliable fast reactor shutdown (scram)
when the neutron level exceeds a safe operatigg level.

The neutron flux-level will vary over a range of approximately eleven
decades from--start=up to  full power. This eleven decade range will be monitored
by nine nuclear channels. · Four types of dhannels (dwg 12D#10100) are used to
realize coverage   of  this  wide flux range,   the   start-up channels,   the   log n channels,
the linear power channels and the safety channels.  For maximum reliability

the first three types are duplicated.  The safety channels are provided in
triplicate for reliability and also to allow two of three scram selection.

Start-Up Channels

The start-up channels (counting channels) 'are used to read multiplication
of neutrons at source level and start-up level.

Duplicate start-up channels will be provided.  Each channel will consist
of the following:

1. BF  filled proportional counter  .  ,
3

2. Pre-amplifieR
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3. High voltdge power supply for the proportional counter

4. Linear pulse amplifier and discriminator

5. Log count rate and period meter

6. Scaler

The proportional counter is designed to detect. thermal neutrons in flux ranges

from 205 x 10-1 to 2.5 x 104 n/cm2/se6«  The boron in the BF3 gas filling is
enriched to 96% with--boron-10 isatope: The sensitivity of the detedtor· is
4.5 counts/neutton/cm@/sec at an operatilig voltage of approximately 20,00 Vo

For reliable start-up information the beginning count rate should be at

least ten counts per second.  Thus, the detector should be placed in a neutron
flux of approximately 3 n/cm2/sec.  The counter voltage can be turned off when

the BF3 counter is not in use- to extend the life of the counter in full power
fluxes.

The output of the BF3 detector is fed to a pre-amplifier located in the
port box.  The pre-amplifier amplifies the detector pulse by a factor of 50 and

transmits the pulse to the lindar pulse ampiifier in the reactor instrument rack.

The linear pulse amplifier and discriminator is located on the nuclear
instrument rack inside the reactor shell. mis.,unit accepts a negative  30  mv
(miriimum amplitude) pulse froni -the   pre-amp. .The maximum  gain   of the amplifier
is 1500, variable in 5 steps from full gain to. 1/16 full gain, and continuously

variable over 1/2 the full range.  The maximum regular input rate that the
ampli fier will handle   is   105   cps.       The di scriminator section   of   this   unit   pro-,

vides pulse height discrimination over the full range of the amplifier output
(0-100 V) by means of a 10 turn preciAion potentiometer.  This unit will supply
negative 15 V pulses to the Iog count rate meter and to the scaler.

The log count rate and period meter is also mounted on the nuclear instrument
rack.  This unit accepts negative 15 volt pulses from the linear pulse amplifier
and converts these pulses 'to current' in the pulbe  lu uurretil Uullverlei··o   Tlie
output of this converter is proportional to the. pulse input rate.  This ·curre t
-is·- then-appaied-lu   d   los   diud=   whube   output   vultdae   ib   prupurtiullal   Lu   Llic   log
of   the   current flowing through  it.      The log diode output is amplified· by  a  d. c.
amplifier to drive the log n indicating meter aild the period amplifier. The range
of the log count rate meter is 1 to 1 x 105 cps, accurate to 5% of the linear scale

distance comprising 1 decade and maximum drift is 1/3 of a decade per day.

The  count rate period is Qbtained by feeding the output  o f- the  log  n
amplifier irito  an RC differentidting circuit. ·The output   of this differentiating
circuit is #dplified by a d. c. amplifier to drive the indicating meters and to
operate the period trip circuit.  The period meter range is from -3 to +3 seconds
with an accuracy of f 10%.  The maximum drift of this circuit is 0.1 volts per day.
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The electronic trip circuit trip level is adjustable from +30 to +3 second

periods and will be tentatiyely set at 7 seconds.  The trip level setting is
reproducable within 2 5% of maximum setting.

The scaler is located in the control room. This unit accepts 10 volt 9 negative
one microsecond pulses from the linear pulse amplifier and discriminator.  The

maximum.regular imput rate that the scaler will accept is 300,000 counts per
second.  Data display is decimal.

Log n Channels

The log n channels are provided to give coverage in the intermediate and
full pewer flux ranges arid to provide reactor period information. Specifically
the log n channel range will, be from full power to six- decades below full 'power.
At full power the core flux will be approximately 1013n/cniF/sec and 107/n/cm2/sec
six decades below full p wer.  The corresponding neutron fluxes at the chamber
position   will be 109n/cm /sec   and   103n/cm2/sec   so   that the chamber   current   at
full power and· six decades below full power will be 10-5 amps and 10-11 amperes.

K. compensated ionization chamber similar to the one in the linear power
channel is used to allow the detedtioh of thermal neutrons in relatively high

gamma fields at low power levels.

Each channel will contain a compensated ionization chamber and a log amplifier
with associated trip circuits.  Duplicate channels are provided to insure maximum
reliability.  One log n recorder, one period recprderi one log n remote indicator,

and one period remote indicator is provided for both channels.

The log n amplifier employs.a diode as the logarithmic converter.  The
voltage across this diode is proportional to the log of.thd ion chamber current
flowing through it.  The log diode output is amplified to drive the log indicators
and the reactor period meter.: The range of the log n amplifier is from 10-12 amps
to 10-5 amps.  It is accurate td 5% of the linear distance comprising any decade
and it drifts less than 1/3 of a decade per day.  Calibration currents of 10-7 amps

and 10 amps are provided.-10

The period meter differentiates the output of the log diode.  The output of

the differentiating circuit is proportional to th& reciprocal of the reactor period.
This.signal is amplified to drive the period indicators an4 trip circuits.  The
range of this meter is from -3 to +3 second periods.  The accuracy of this unit

is t 10%.

Two period trip circuits are provided, one will actuate an annunciator when
the reactor period becomes less than 15 seconds, the other. will scram the reactor
when the period becomes less than 3 seconds.  These trip circuits are adjustable
from +3 to +30 seconds.
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Linear Power Channels

The function 02 this channel is to give a linear indication of power level

from 7 decades below:full power to full.power.  Because of its low range it will

be used as an aid in reactor start-up.

At full reactor power the detectar for these channels will be.in a neutron

flux of 109n/cm2/sec.  The detector current at full power and seven decades below

full power. will be approximately 4 x 10-5 amps and 4 x 10-12 amps.

Duplicate channels are provided for maximum reliability.  Each channel will

contain a compensated ionization chamber and an electrometer with a level trip

circuit.  Ohe recorder and one remote indicator is furnished for both channels„

To detect neutroh flux variation at low power levels in the presence of

relatively high flux, it is necessary to distinguish between current generated

in the ionization chamber by gamma radiation and by neutron activity.  To do

this, a compensated ionization detector is used.  This detector contains two

similar chambers, one of which is coated with a neutron sensitive material.

The two ·cham·bers-pre,-·connected   electrically.  so that their output.. currents..,cancel

each' othet.    Thus',  the- gamma, current  generated  in  each  chamber-is  cancelled at·

the output and the net current is that genei,ated. by neutrons in the· neutron

sensitive chamber.  The neutron sensitivity'of this chamber is approximately

x4 x 10-14amp/n/cm2/sec.  The gamma  senditivity is approximately 3 x 10-jlamps/

R/hr, compensation will reduce this to 3 x 10-13amps/R/hre

The  output  of the chamber is  corinected  to a linear ampli fier located  in  the

nuclear instrumentation cabinet inside of the reactor shell.  The current range

of the electrometer  is  10-12  amps-to  10-4  amps. The range selection 16- remote

and is accomplished in decade steps.  The accuracy of this unit is fl% to the
10-11 amps range and drift.is less than 1.5% per day.

A calibration signal sgurce is built into the unit for continuous calibration

of the 10-4,10-5 and 10-9 amp ranges. One electronic trip circuit is provided;
the trip level is adjustable from 0 to 100% of any rangeo Provisions for remote

trip reset are provided. .,

Follow meter and recorder outputs are available on each of the two electro-

meters provided; this allows recordihg of either channel.

Safety Channels

The purpose of the.level safety.channels is to shut down the reactor at a

pre-determined high flux level.  Three indentical channels are used for this

purpose. Each channel contains an uiicompensated .ionization chamber and a linear'

amplifier wi£h associated trip ckts:

The detector used for these chahhels is an unqomperisated ionization chambero
The neutron sensitive material in this chamber is a 1 mg/cm2 coating of Boron

enriched to 96% in the Bll isotope.  The neutron sensitivity of this chamber is
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10-14 amp/n/cm2/sec„  At full reactor power this detector will be located in a

flux of 109 ri/cm2/sec.  The chambeb current at this flux will be 5 x 10-5 amperes.

The linear amplifier used in the safet9 chanhels has a curreRt range from
10-11 to 10-3 am$s.  Rainge selection is accomjlibhed locally in ddcade steps.
The linear amplifier is accurate   to   +   1%   in   the   10-11..amp   rAnge and above «
Maximum amplifier  drift. Will  be  0.5%-per· day., ''A: calibratioh source ' will  be
provided for continuous:.calibration of the 107,3,. 10-4 and 10-5 amp ranges.
Two electronic level trip-circuits are providod in eath lingar amplifier.  Those
trip circuits are adjustable,frgm 0.·to 100% on any rallge.  ,The alarm trip will
be  set  at  120%  of .full power  and the scram trip .will  be  set  at  150%  of ·full  power.
Sufficient rip contacts are provided to allow' required wiring for two of three
channel scram selections.

The scram level setting of the safety channels can be set at any desired

decade level merely by selection of a lower linear amplifier range.  This feature
is especially useful during initial reactor start-up.
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-  INSTRUMENTATION

Radiation Monitoring- Engineering Description

General

The reactor will be monitored to inbure that fission products, and normally

produced gaseous or particulate radioactivities are not released in exce4sive

amounts into the staqk, or present hazards to operating personnel.  A monitor
is also provided to d6tect excessive radioactiVity in the effluent discharge to

the sewer.  The latest instrumentation techniques, are employed to give reliable

operation.  The principal instrument components are shown on drawing 12D-10200.

Gaseous Fission Product Monitor

The  aseous fission product monitor is designed to detect the fission products
Xe135, X6138 ahd their daughter products„  Experiments on the Expetimental Boiling

Water Reactor at the Argonne: National Laboratory have shown that these fiasion products
are the most readily detected in this type of reactor.  These gases constitute a

large fraction.of the fission products, they readily escape into the reactor. water

and are easily driven off by the boiling action of the reactor.

The systbm described here was developed at the Argonne National Labs.    They
have   shown·thAt the system can detect 300)F curies/min of gaseous fission products.

The fission product gases plus other radio-active gases normally produced by
the.reactor are collected and concentrated at the recombiner cooler.  The gamma

scintillation detector and shield assembly is located below the recombiper cooler. „

The output pulse height of the detector is proportional to the incident gamma

photon energy.  This output is coupled to a cathode follower pre-amplifier located

at the detector assembly.' The.pre-amplifier is coupled to the linear pulse amplifier

thrpugh a length of co-axial cable.  The output of the linear amplifier, is cpulpl
ed

to a discriminator and al50 to another linear amplifier that has a gain of 5.

-The  ··gatn   of   the  ·ph·g-tomultiplier=3:inear-aanplifi:er--combination   i-s-ati justf d
such  that  ail  8  mev photon..will result  in  an output pulse  o f 100 volts«     The
output of the expansion amplifier will be such that a 1.6 mev photon corrisponds

to a 100 volt output pulse.

One output of the linear amplifier is fed to a discriminator. circuit logated

in the amplifier chassis  hich in turn feeds one of the two count rate metdrs.

The output of the count rate meter in this signal channel is proportional to 
N16

gamma activity. The discriminator level will be set such that pulse heights 'lower

than those correspond»g to 5 mev photons will be rejectedo

The other output 8f the linear amplifier, is fed to the expansion amplifier
which in turn feeds a dingle channel analyzer ahd the second count rate meter.

The output' of the chunt rate meter in this s%gnal channel is proportiodal 20 Nl$
gamma plus fission product gamma activity„ Th& window of the single ctianilel is
adjusted to accept fzilse  heigbits corresponding..to gamma photon energies  of  0.475
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mev + 2%.  This setting corresponds to the energy of the fission product gammas.
The gamma photons in this energy range resulting from the N16 activity are produced
by compton scatter of the high energy N].6 gamma photons.

The output of count rate meter #1 will be proportional to N16 activity which

in turn is proportional to reactor power level.. Thus the output of count rate
meter #1 is proportional to reactor power level.  The output of count rate meter
#2 is proportional to fission product activity plus N16 activity.  The outputs
of these two meters are fed to the comparator .whete one output is subtratted from
the other.  This difference is indicated on the comparator panel meter and on a

recorder located in the control room.

The subtraction of the output of the dhannel whose output is proportional to
N16 activity from that of the.channel whosi dutput is proportional to N16 plus

fission product activity results  in  a net output .which» is  prgportional to fission
product activity alone.  The subtraction of the N16 activity effects allow the

output of the fission product monitor to be independent of reactor power level.

The compopents that comprise the gaseous fiksioq product monitor are showil
ih block diagram form on drawing (12D-10200) and are listed here:

1. Scintillation counter

2. Detector power supply

3. Pre-Amplifier

4. Linear pulse amplifier and discriminator

5. Single channel analyzer

60 Two linear count rate meters

70 Comparator

80 Recorder

The gamma scintillation counter consists of a 2 inch diameter x 2 inch· sodium
iodide 9 thallium· activated, crystal mounted in a 10 mil aluminum can.  The photo-
multiplier- used in the- system-·i·s·-the DuMont Model 6292.   The detec#or is housed
in a lead shield; the minimum shield thickness is 2 inches.  A. cdllimating hole
3/4 inches in diameter is provided through which the. gamma photons from the off
gas outlet of:the recombiner cooler trayel to the crystal.

The   detector high voltage pgwer supply requirements   for this -system  are   rigorous„
The power 4upply provided will have an output voltage variable from 600 volts to

2500 volts'. .The output voltage will stay within 0.01% for line voltage changes
from 100 to 125 volts.
. . . ,
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The cathode follower pre-amplifier is located at the detector assembly and

drives  a 20 ft. length 'of RG-71/u co-axial between it  and the linear amplifier.

The linear amplifier has. a maximum gain of 1500.  The magnitude of the output

pulse is linearly proportional '(within  0.25%) to input pulse heights for output

pulse magnitudes·from 0-100 volts.

The discriminator is contained in the linear amplifier chassis.  The discrim-

ination range is from 0-100 volts and the setting is controlled by a 10 turn

precision potentiometer.

A gain·of five expansion amplifier is also contained in the linear amplif
ier

chassis.  Its characteristics are similar to those of the main amplifier wi
th the

exception of the gain figure.

The single channel pulse height analyzer accepts 0-85 volt pulses frdm the

expansion amplifier section of the linear amplifier. The "window" level can be

varied from 0-85 volts by means of a ten turn precision potentiometer. The "window"
width is variable from 0710 volts also by means of a ten turn precision 

potentio-

The two linear ratfmeters have a maximum range of 100,000 cps; pulse
 resolu-

meter.

tion is 1 micro second to pplse pairs; resolution loss is 10% at 105 counts per
second.  The output of the count rate meter is capable of driving the panel

 meter

plus the comparator circuit.

The comparator chassis contains the passive circuit elements required for 
the

subtraction network. The chassis has a meter on the front panel for local indica-

tion and a 0-10 millivolt output for the recorder located in the control r
oom.

Stack Monitors

The stack gas is to be monitored for beta-gamma particulate activity and be
ta-

gamma gaseous activity.

The radiation level is to be indicated on separate indicators, one for pa
rticu-

late and one for gaseous activities.  These will be located in the
 reactor shell

a#d aX& to be provided with adjustable alarm contacts.  Th
e radiation.level will

also be recorded in the control room by a multipoint recorder.

The particulate system will consist of the following units:

(a)  A:.vacuum pump which draws a gas sample through an aperture over whic
h

a moving filter passes.  The -vacuum pump is to be rated for 10 cu. ft.

per minute at continuous duty with a valve to adjust the flow rate
  from .0-14 cu. ft. per minute.  An alarm proyides annunciation of

 low

flow which may be adjusted over the entire flow range.  A flow indi-

cator with a range of 2-14 cu. ft. per minute is provided.
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A beta-gamma sensitive geiger counter that monitors the activity

collected on the- filter paper over the aperture through which the air
is. drawns. The .detector  has  a 2.3 mg/cm2..mica  end  window.     It  has  two
inches equivalent.lead .shielding giving a background  o f approximately
25 .counts per.minute.  A detection sensitivity of 2 x 10 Fc/cc of

-11

beta-gamma -emitter·(Il31) is possible with a response time of less

than 5· mi:nu·tes of collection time.

Filter paper moves at speeds of 1" per hour, and 3" per minute
to facilitate background·checking.  The sample size fs 2" x 2" and

has a 98% collection effibiency for particles larger than 0.5 microns„
The length of the filter is 300" ar,d at 1" per hour provides a 12.5

day supply.·

(b)  A linear count rate meter is fed by the output of the geiger co
unter.

The col{nt rate meter has a range from 0 to 250,000 counts per minute

in six range steps.  The detector hi h voltage supply is incorporate4

in this chassih.  A O.to ·10 'mv recorder output is provided„

Adjustable, alarm trips are.. accomplished with a contacting,type of met
er contained

in the ratemeter 'chassis.    The · contacts 'are  used to close the building dampers. when

the meter alatm· setting is reached. This action is accompanied by an audible I

and.visible 68ritr61 room alarm„ The autput feeds a second point of the six point

radiation-·monitor   recorder   located   in  t·h·e   ·con, rol   room.

The gaseous acti*ity monitor will respond to activitias of 2 x 10-7 Alc/cc of
1 mev gamma (A41).  The exit air from the particulate monitor is drawn into,a
cylindrical chamber of 1/10 of 1 cu. ft. volume and then disch

arged into the vacuum

pump. Th* system .consists of·the following:

(a)  A detector of the geiger t9pe with.A 30 mg/cm2 wall.  The air is

distribyted around the detector evenly, givirig   a   uni form response.

The detector is surrounded by a 2" equivalent lead shield and is

desi ned for a maximum pressure of 15 psi.  An opening is
 provided

to introduce a check source for checking and calibration.   The unit

may be ·easily decontaminated.

(b)  A lineat count rate meter the same as specified for the particulate

activit9 monitor»  Contacts are provided to close the building
 dampers

when the adjustable trip setting is reached.  K. control room alarm is

also provided.  The count rate meter 0-10 mv output is recorded on a

third point of six point Radiation Monitor recorder located in the

control roomo

Sewer Monitor

The sewer monitor detector is located in the sewer discharge 
line through which

all the service water from the reactor containment shell w
ill. pass.  The monitor

consists of the following components:
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(a)   A watertight ·gamma scintillation detector, mounted in a 3" stainless
steel flanged pipe tee shielded by two inches of lead connected
directly in the discharge lihe, monitors the effluent leaving the
containment shell.  This monitpr will detect concentrations of
1  x  10-6.pc/cc for gamma edftfers  of  1  mev  or  greater.

(b)  A high·input·sensitivity amplifier with a gain of 100,  The
input sensitivity is variable from'25.mv to 150 mv.

(c)  Aulinear count rate meter identical to that used with the Stack
M nitors.  An adjustable trip is provided to actuate a contr81
room alarm.  The 0-10 mv output of the count ratd,meter feeds

a fourth point ·of  the Radiation Monitor retorder  located.in
the control room.

Area Monitors
.A.·

Eleven· area radiation monitors are provided to monitor the radiation intensity

in the following  locations.

1) Centrol Rod Room

2) Start-up Heater

3) Heat Exchanger No. 1  ,Secondary Outlet

4) Heat Exchanger   No. 2 Secondary Outlet

5) Sub Cooler Noo 1

6) Sub Cooler No. 2

7) Ion Exchanger  No. 1

8) Ion Exchanger  No. 2

9) Shield Cooling System

10) Main Floor - Top of reactor and storage well

11) Safety Condenser

Each monitor station consists of a gamma sensitive ionization chamber and an

electrometer.

The sensitivity of the ionization chamber is 10-9 aM$8/R/HR. Cha,mber operating

voltage is 300 volta..

The electrometer has an input current range from 10-11 to 10-7 amperes.  Range

selection is accomplished in decade steps.  Corresponding gamma flux ranges will be

-12-



10 MR/HR to 100 R/HR. The accuracy of the electrometer is i 1% of full scale and
drift wi11 be less ·than 0.5% per day after a half hour warm up.  An electronic

level trip adjustable from 0 to 100% on any ·range is included.   This' trip circuit

actuates an alarm in the control room„ The dhamber power is also obtaingd from
the ·electrometer  chassis. ' A. panel mouhted  meter will indicate electrometer  out-

put.  A :0-10 mv recorder output is available and is connected to one of the 12
. ·points on:the Area Monitor recoider located in the control room.

Secondary System Water Monitor

-    The ·secondary system water monitor detector is located in the secondary
feed water return line upstream from the sub cooler.  The purpose of this monitor.

is to detect contamination caused by leakage from the primary system to the secon-

dary system in the evaporator.

This system is identical.yith.the sewer monitor; its sensitivity is also

such that it will detect concentrations of 1 x 10-6 pc/cc, for gamma emitters

whose energy of emission is.1 mev or greater.

...
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1

INSTRUMENTATION

Rod ·Control· ·System*. Engineering Description

The-basic· phitosophy of ,control of the Elk River Reactor is shown en block
diagram 12D-10500. All,·abnormal· characteristics of raactor operation, presenting  an

immediate ·or incipient ma·jor safety hazard, are signaled to the scram system.
In- addition  to ··the·· automatic scram actions, scram  mdy be signaled  by the operator.

The block diagram represents functions and flow of information not necessarily
electrical signals.

1.    The starting of the reactor will be permitted when the "power on"i key
switch is turned to the '16n" position and the "reactor start" pushbutton 40

pressed.  This will energize the building ."reactor on" lights and will
permit a reactor start, provided that:

a)  all rods are at full in position

b)  building locks are secured

c)  log n channel 1 and 2 period scram by pass switches are in the open

position

d)  no conditions exist that would cause a four (4) rod scram

e)  no conditions exist that would cause an all rod scram

If the foregoing conditions exist and a reactor start is permitted,.then
a  seal is provided around conditions (a) through  (ii)  and the reactor start
function can be maintained during reactor operatidri if. cohdition  (e) is met
at all times«

2. Rod withdrawal will be permitted if the reactor start function has been

fulfilled and the following conditions also exist:

a)  start-up chan el 1 period is greater than seven (7) seconds

b)  start-up channel 2 period is greater than seven (7) seconds

c)  log n channel 1 period is greater than fifteen (15) seconds

d)  log n channel·-2 period is greater than fifteen'(15) seconds

e)  shim rod test switch is in "off" position

f)· regulating rod test switch is in "off" position

-14-
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Key operated by pass switches will permit operation of reactor when start-Hp

or  log n channel instruments are taked  out of service for maintenahce,   etci

3.   After a withdraw permit has been obtained, a rod can be selected by

the operator with the rod selector switch and can be withdrawn by holding the

shim rod operate switch in the "withdraw" position.  Withdraw limit

switches will be provided,on the rod mechanism.

4.   A shim rod· can be inserted by placing the rod selector switch to the

desired  rod  and by holding   the   shim rod' operate switch  in the "insert"

position. A: limit switch on the drive mechanism will prevent insertion
of the rod .beyond the lower limit.

A sep4rate pushbutton is provided to insert all shim rods simultaneously.

The shim rods will continue·to be driven in the insert direction for as

longlas the- operator holds the pUshbutton depressed.

5.   The regulating rod can be inserted by operating the regulating rod c
ontrol

switch.  Operating this switch to the withdraw position will raise the

rod provided that the conditions for a withdraw permit exist.  Operating the
switch to the -insert position will lower the rod. Limit switches on the

mechanism define the limits of travel.  The regulating rod in automatic

control is driven by a signal from a servo-control system for secondary

system pressure control„  Limit switches on the drive mechanism provide

an  operational--range-- for--automatic - controi- and  warn- the operator  when·
the--regulating   rod ' control   limit --is  -reached.

6.   Automatic control permit is obtained when all of the following co
nditions exist:

a)  regulating rod is not in full "in" position          

b)  when servo deviatioh between actual-pressure and desired pressure

setting is less than 2 10%

c)  conditions for a withdraw permit exist

d)  regulating rod control switch is in "off" position

e)  automatic cohtrol switch is depressed

The ·regulating rod will' be automatically inserted if an automatic contr
ol

permit is obt ined and the servo amplifier determines the segondary
pressure higher than the desired pressure setting.  If the sgrvo amplifier
determines the reverse condition· to exist and an automatic cgntrol permit

is. still present,  then the regulat'ipg rod will be withdrawn.

7.   A four (4) rod scram condition will exist when any of the following c
onditions

occur:

-15



a)  reactor water level high

b)  reactor water level low

c)  reactor water temperature below 425°F

d)  reactor pressure greater.than 940 psig

e)  reactor pressure rate greater than 1 3 psi/sec

f)  safety condenser steam dump valve open

g)  secondary pressure greater than 875psi

h)  secondary pressure greater than 89Opsi

i)  condenser pressure high

j)  turbine throttle valve closed

k)  manual four rod scram switch.depressed

Aikey operated scram by-pass.switch will be provided to by-pass

scram conditign (i) and (j) during startup.

8a   An all red scram condition will exist when any of the following conditions

occurs

a)  log n channel 1 period shorter than two (2) seconds

b)  log n channel 2 period shorter than two (2) seconds

c)  flux·level in any safety channel greater than 150% or depending on

position of key operated scram selector switch, flux level in any

two· bafety channels greater than 150%.

d)  "all rod" scram switch depressed

e)  magnetic clutch power supply off

f) plant shutdo{,in switdh in reactor building de$ressed

g)  plant shutdown switch on panel depressed

90       When -an  all rod scram condition occurs  and  all  rods  are not fully .seated
in 2 seconds, th@ operator will be alertfd by an alarm to consider operating

the high pressure boric acid system.  The system is' interlocked so that

the operatof ·cannot accidentally operate the system unless the above

mentiqTed conditions are fulfilled.
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10.  A mechanism drive test system is also incorporated in the design to opetate
only one rod at a time, for maintenance purposes and pre-operational testing.

When the regulating and/or shim rod test switch is placed in the "on" position
these conditions will existi

a)  The selected shim rod or the regulating rod mechanism can be withdrawn
to any position provided that reactor start conditions exist and all
the other rods are in 'tfull in" position.

b)  The·"motor of the timer is energized.

c)  The operator can withdraw or:insert the mechanism without a withdraw

permit by· operating the shim rod or regulating rod operate switch.

d)  With one. rod withdrawn to a pre-determined position, the operator
may  depr€iss  the  all  rod · scram pushbutton which will scram the withdrawn  rod
and will eriergize:the clutch of the rod drop timer.  When the rod under

test reaghes: the full in ·position, the clutch of,the timer will be

de-energi ed.  The timer will then indicate the elapsed time„
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PHYSICS

Critical Masses

Two group core physics calculations have been made for the cold clean core,
hot clean core· with voids 9 and end of life core to determine critical masses.

For the hot operating and· end of life cores, a water temperature of 531°F
and average steam voids of 14.52% were as6umed.  These correspond to operating

condittona   at   58.2   TMW. Tha moderator temporature   was   corrected   for   neutron
hardening. to obtain an effective neutron temperature:  This effective temperature
Mas''calculated by dohen's (11 equatioh:

Teff (OK)  =  (1 + 0.75  I · a )2 Q  (OK)
PX s

where  I s is the slowing down cross section for the core just above thermal
energy  and       I   a  is the absgrption cross , section  at the moderator temperature

to TO  (OK).

Thermal disadvantage factors were determined by using the spherical harmonics
P - 3 approximation to transport theory. ·The cal7ulations were done on the
IBM-650 using the' method presented  by.J.  W.  Weil  '2) .     The  fuel  cell was broken
into three regions.  Region I is the.fuel with an outside diameter of 0.4075
inches.  Region.II is the 0.020 inch thick stainless steel claddingv with
an outside diameter-of 0.450 inches.  The third region is the water surrounding

the fuel pin. Ah equivalent cylinder was made of this latter region using
only that amount of water which'actually surrounds each fuel pin„  The thermal

disadvantage factor in a region is defined as the average flux in that region
divided by the average cell flux. .Cilculated values are given on the next
page:

(1)  Research·Reactors, Physics, page 375

(2)   Weil,  J.  W.,  KAPL - 11730  "Neutron Flux Distribufion Calculations using
the P (3) Spherical Harmonic Method"

i
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TABLE I

THERMAL DISADVANTAGE FACTORS

Region % by volume , Clean Cold Hot critical End of Life

of cell i' with voids

.

I (fuel) 23.17 .785 .843 .831

II (steel) 4.80 0872 .930 .920

III (water) 71.73 1.077 1.053 10059

Helium gap 0.3 -                -

In  order to arrive · at a value   of    'Zi    for  the   core, the method devised
by Deutsch (3) was used.  This method was modified to account for the

effects 6f temperature and voids on age.  A: futther correction was
applied to account for the deviation from continuous slowing down.
This correction is:

-TB2

«* =e
-L

-1
L

C
B

The resonance escape probability was calculated for both the U-238 in

the W02 and the thoria (TH02).  It was found that the U-238 makes no
I /«

significant contribution to the resonance escape probability.  For the
th6ria the resonance escape probability was calculated from the formula.

- C       :r            -1)-1
PTh  = e

Where fr is the resonag   utilization for a unit cell.  The correlation
of Dayton and.Pettus,

c which fit their experimental results, was used
to obtain 2 res.  They give

EF res = (-4.7 +·35.2  J s/m ) (1+208*10-4 AT)

where s/m = 0 47736 cm2
gm

T.Va) =  Teff  (IC)  -  209C

(3)  Deutsch, R. Wo-,··· ·"Computing   3 - Group Constants for Neutron Diffusion",

January, 1957, Nucleonics

(4)  Dayton, I. E. 9 and  Pettus,   W. G; "The Effective Resonance Integral   of

Thorium and Uranium Oxide", Nuclear Science   and  Engineering,   Pg.   286  to
295, March, 1958
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The fast fission factor for .Th02 was calculated by means of the formula

f -1 = (9'-vf   - 8-F - 6-0 ) P
67. -(C Ve    +   6-e)     P

Where.P probability of a collision = 0.24

ap           .0757  barns

4     2.35

02 .0958· barns

03 1.50 barns

05- 4.0495

A summation of calculated parameters for the cold cleang hot clean with
Voids, and end of life cores is given below.  The end of life core

corresponds to dne which has operated at full power for 12 months.

TABLE II

REACTOR CONSTANTS
Hot Critical

Constant Clean Cold with Voids End of Life

Core radius (cm) 68,9356 68.9356 68.9356

Cbre Height (cm) 152.40 152.40 152.40

Core temperature (OC) 20.0 277.0 277.0

Neutron temperature (oC) 60.0 353.0 371.0

H20 void (%) Oo O 14.53 14,53
/ 1\ 0.04986. 0.04377 0..04760

I f icm- ,
Z (cm-1) 0010320 0.08250 0.09010

Dsa(¢M) 0.19174 .38032 .38171

Df (cm) 1.1524 1.5405 1.5405

I,2 ( cm2) 1.7825 4.6160 4.2425

7- (cm2) 35·21 63.60 65.68

f 71
1.20045 1.31578 1.31507

f 1.000418 1.000418 1.000418

P 0.8747 oo8273 0.8273

K= 1.0505 1.0890 1.0884

Buckling ( cm-2) 0.00136 O.00126 0000125

Akial Reflector Saving(cm) , 12.70 18.68 18.94

Radial Reflector Saving(cm) 7.15 10027 10.35

Volume %(U02) in Fuel 3.12 3.43 4.16

Kgms (U02)       3 154.0 169.5 --

Kgms (Th02) 4380.00 4367.00 433400 (init)

U-235 (Kgms) 126.60 139.80 141060
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At a first glance it may appear as if the hot-critical- with-voids and
end of life cores have the same uranium loading„  Of hote is the fact
that there is approximately 13.1 Kg of uranium -233 ih the end of life

cpre which adds to the core reactivity.  In order to arrive at an initial
loading for the reactor cgre, burnup of uranium is added to the endA
of-life critical mass of uranium -235.  Uranium -235 loading is therefore
the· sum of 141.6 plus 27.62 or 169„22 Kg.

Radial and axial flux distributions are shown in Figures 1 and. 2.  These
dre the fluxes in th6 clean core operating at a power of 58.2 mw and with
average voids of 14.53 percent. The, radial and axial void distributions
used in determining the fluxes are given · in Figure 15. The maximum
to average values:for the· thermal fluxes are 1.435 and 10528 in the

radial and axial directions respectively.

Reactivity Effects

The cold clean reactor with a fuel loading of 169.2 Kg of Uranium -235
has an effective multiplication factor of 1.1295 or dn excess reactivity of
11.465%.  This amount of reactivity is necessary to · dverride the effects
of temperature increase, void formation, xenon and samarium poison,
fuel burnu$-and. fission product poison bdildup.  The reactivity changes due to
these e ffects are given in Table III below.  The reactivity changes are given
as the percent of the initial multiplication factor.

TABLE III

REACTIVITY CHANGES

% Reactivity Change

Temperature Effect (68°F to 531°F) 3.064

Void Effect (0 to 14053%) 2.559

Equilibrium Xenon 1«603

Equilibrium Samarium 00672

Fuel Change Effects 3.567
11.465

.,
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Neutron Flux With Distributed Voids
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Neutron  Flux 'With  Distributed  Vaads
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1 An additional 5.76 Kgms of U-235 is added to insure that reactor life requirements

will be met regardless of uncer.thinties inherent' in the physics calculations.

This amounts to an additional 2% reactivity available in the operating core

for increased life.  At room temperature the increase in excess reactivity
is 1.6%.  The total excess rehctivity of the cold clean core with no burnable
poisons would therefore be 13«065%„  Burnable poisons in the fotm of 300

ppm natural boron in the staihleds steel fuel pin claddings are provided.

This bdron has a worth of 2.65% at cold clean.  The actual excess reactivity

at startup will therefore be 10.415%.

Temperature and Voids

The effects of variation in temperature and percent voids were calculated

using the IBM-650  code, I Valprod. The effective multiplication factor (k eff)

for different temperatures and percent Voids is given in F>gure 30 The effects
of temperature and void· changes independently are given in Figures 4 knd 5.  Figure

4 shows percent readtivity vs. temperature where curve (10.represents the change

in reactivity in going from 20°C (68°F) to 277°C (531°F) with no voids, and

Curve (2) shows the.change·in reactivity when the temperature of the operating
reactor is varied about 277°C.  Figure 5 shows the change in percent of excess

reactivity when the percent voids is varied about the operating point, or

14.53%0

The temperature and void coefficients of reactivity are given as average values.

The temperature coefficient ( t.51;  per °C) is defined as the change in
reactivity in raising the temperature from 20°C to 277°C divided by 257°Co

The void coe·fficient·· (    , ·4 k per %void) is defined as the change
k

in reactivity in going from 0 to 14053% voids at 277°C divided by 140530  The coeffi-

cients actually vary with temperature.  The average values are :

Temperature Coefficient = -1.2296 x 10-4 A k per °C.
k

Void Coefficient = -1.8662 x 10-3 6 k per percent void
k
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EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION  FAC TOR  (k        ) VS REACTOR
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PERCENT REACTIVITY VS TEMPERATURE
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Xenon and Samarium

The reactivity decrease due to buildup of xanon and samaridm with time after
startup and shutdown was computdd.  The change in reactivity is given by the formula:

A k(t) =  Iap (t).
F-total
L-    a   (t) ·  +082

Where   aP =   axe or      asm

S-  totalz_ a · = total   a of core

D            = thermal diffusion coefficibnt

B            = total buckling2

The variation of    I a xe  and  I asm  with time was computed by standard
methods.  Figures 6 and 7 give reactivity losses due to buildup of xenon and

samarium respectively after startup.  Reactivity losses afteia shutdown due t
o

xenon and samarium buildup are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Fuel Changes

Reactivity .loss due to fuel changes amounts to 3.567 percent of the intial
reactivity„   The term fuel changes includes the effect of decrease in .U-235
conce4trAtign   due to burnup,   buildub  .6 f  U-233,   Pu-239,   and· Pa-233,   and"buildup   of
fissidn product poisons.· The change in reactivity with time was calculated
for a peripd of 12 months operation at full power (58.2 mw).  This corresponds
to 15·'months at an 0.8 plant factor. Figure 10 shows the variation of the effective

multiplicatio,n factor with time.  The effects of. equilibrium xenon and samarium

are included in this graph after one month of operation.  This graph does qot
include, hpweper, the effects of the burnable poison on the effective multipl

ication

factoro

It  is· desi·rable   from a ,control point- of  view  to  have  the  rate  of. r,eactivit9

los$ from fuel changes be greater than the rate of reactivity gain due to'

burnout'of the burnable poison.  I ·at any time over the core lifetime the exces
s

reactivity rises above its initial value the control requiremeqts would  '·

be more sevebe.  Thd ratio of rate of.reactivity gain to rate df reactivity loss

may be expressed for initial ·operation  by the formula: ( ignoring  Xe   and  Sm
buildup)

reactivity gain a 8-10   x*x   ak/k / atom B-10

2 a U-235  9 x LJ k/k/ atom  U-235

reactivity loss
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REAC TIVITY OF XENON BUILDUP  VS TIME AFTER REACTOR STARTUP
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f                - SAMARIUM BUILDUP VS TIME AFTER REACTOR STARTUP
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XENON  BUIL DUP AFTER SHUTDOWN
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SAMARIUM BUILDUP AFTER SHUTDOWN
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This ratio equals 0.17 initially and therefore the excess reactivity decreases

with time at the start of reactor operation.  Between two and four months after
startup the reactivity gain due to boron burnout is greater than the rehctivity
loss„  During this period the. excess reactivity rises only .045% over its value

after two months„  Since the reactivity lost at the end of two months operation
is 1.5% (excluding Xe and Sm buildup effects), this rise of .045% is insignificant.
After four months the rate of reactivity loss is again.greater than the rate
of gain, and thereafter the excess reactivity decreases steadily until the
end of"core life„

Reactivity Coefficients

The void coefficient is essentially constant over the eptire range of possible
percent voids but the temperature coefficient varies with temperature.  The
temperature and void coefficients at 100% of full power operation and 6% of

full power operation are given below.  These correspond to reactor operating
temperatures of 53605°F and 49008°F respectively.  The temperatvre coefficients
were determined from the slope of the reactivity versus temperature curve as
shown in Figure 4 at each: of the above temperatures.

Coefficient 6% Full Power 100% Full Power

4                                   4
6 k/k/°F -1.67   x, 10- -1091 x 10-

Ll k/k/% void -1.87 x 10-3 -1.87 x 10-3

Figure 11 shows a plot of the average void fraction versus the reactor power and
Figure 12 shows reactor pressure versus reactor power.  These durves may be
used in conjunction with the temperature and void coefficiehts of, reactivity to
determine a power coefficient of reactivity, a primary pressure coefficient
of reactivity, and an overall temperattire coefficient of reactiVityo These latter
coefficients are thus given by::

ak /
a P      =   (        a   k  /%  void)       (    6  % .void  )+ K  Ll k  °F)  (      6   OF)

k               p k a Pip .k pip

6 k psi C Ak/ AP )  C P/P   )
k k     p 6 psi

Ak
k       /oF   = C    -k   /  .-  A  P  .)    (   .4.P/PP                          A oF

Where     P     reactor power
Ap change in reactor power
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These coefficients describe the actBal change in reactivity which would take
place in the operating reactor due.to. changes in power, primary pressure, or

temperature. The numerical values at 6% and 100% of operating power are given
-below:          .       '          1

Coeffici.eldt 6% Full Power 100% Full Power

Ak LS P                                 -2                            -2
1 -4.91 x 10 -2.43 x 10

k       R

-4a k / Psi -2.14 x 10 -5.41 x 10-5
k

LJ k /oF                          Al.47 x 10-3 -4„11 x 10
-4

k

Ohe of the four corner rods of the center nine control rods will be used as
a rggulating rod.   It has a worth pf ·approximately 0065%0.. The rate of rod
travel is 30 inches per minute. .Thih results in· an aveiage reactiyity change

rate of 5 x 10-5 LJ k/k/sec for · th& regulating .rod.   At full 'power it· is seen
from the pressure coefficient .of readtivity  that  this rate of rod motign, would pro-
duce a pressure change 44 the teactor of'l psi per second.   At lower"reactor
powers the rate of pressure increase due to control rod.travel is even. lower, with
a value of - 1/4 psi pd,r second at 6% of full power„  The reactor control system
repositions the regulatink rod/ to maintain the secondary pressure · at the · turbine

throttle to within 2 5 pdf.  Thus, the regulating rod appears ca able of maintaining

the secondary pressure within the above limits even when using manual control.

Control

The worth of the boron-stainless steel control rod (2% natural boron by wdight)
was determined by using the latest version of the IBM-704 code, PDQ.  Thet
thirteen rods have a total worth of 10.74% in the cold clean core.  The wgrth
of the center tod is 2.72% while the worth of one of the outer four rods is only

00483%0  'The twelve outer rods hav« a. worth of 8025%„

The excess reactivity  in   the cold clean  core   containing  urnable poisons (of worth
equal·to 2.65%) will be 10.415%:  All.thirteen reds could scram the reactor.

Control philosophy, calls for iproviding a 2% safety margin:for shutdown even if

the  center rod hangs.    The' required control at shutdown is therefore 12.415%
·while twelve rods are worth only 8,25%„ An additional 4.165% control is obtained
during startup and shutdown by adding 3.89 grams of boric acid per gallon of
reactor watero
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At a water temperature of 425FF, or the temperature at which boric acid is

removed from the· water, control rod worth is increased by approximately 25%.

The worth· of the burnable poison will also have increased by 25% while the

reactivity loss to the core without burnable poison due to the temperature.rise.)

is 1.45%0 The· excess reactivity is therefore 803% while twelve control rods

are ·worth· 10«3%« A safety margin of 2% is available for shutdown with 12 rods.

The control requirements and available control are summarized below.

Cold Clean 425°F

Reactivity_without burnable poisons 13·065% 11.615%

Reactivity of burnable poisons - 2.650% - 30315%

Excess reactivity 10.415% 8.300%

Shutdown safety mangin 2.000% 2„000%

ebntrol requirement 12.415% 10.3%

Worth of 12 rods 8.250% 10.300%

Worth of boric acid 4.165%

Control -available in 12 rods 12.415% 10.300%

Total control·available, 13 rods 14.905 % 13.425 %

It    should be noted   that the boric   acid   in the water_. functions   only   as   a
-  -safety   margin. - The thirteen control   rod6 are worth   10: 742%:  and   b#n   therefore

make'  the' cold· ·clean reactor 0.327% subcritical -even without boric  acid.

Neutron Lifetime arid Reactor Period
::.·   f·. ·:·.

..4

The thermal -neutron-lifetime was calculated · from the approximate formula

2* = 1

v Z core,   .(1 + L2.82)a

Where V is the average neutron velocity.  For the cold reactor with the opera
ting

loading of U-235 and an effective neutron temperature of 333°K, V= 2034 x 105

cm/sec;  I  core  = 0,12088;  (1 + I,2.82) =1,002; and the calculateda

neutrari lifetime   32* is 3.53 x 10-5 seco
The reiationship between the, stable reactor period response to a step change in

reactivity is given by the in hour equation:;
i=6

LJ K/K = 2* +I Si
T k i   =   1

eff 1+ Ai T
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Where T is the stable reactor period.  For calculation purposes, the inhour

e4uation may be rewritten as:

K            ·2*   +  T X
ex

T (1- I )

Whete Kex  = Keff  - 1 and       -

i=v

1=  I
1   =1 1  +° A i    T

The yields and decay constants of 6 groups of delayed neutron precursors in

U-235 fission are given Table IV.

TABLE IV

Group  i Ai

1 0.0002112 0.0124390

2           - 0.0014016 0.0305062

3 0.0012544 0.111431

4                              0.002528 0.301348

5 0.000736 1.13623

6                            , 0.0002688 3.01348

A plot of the stable reactor period versus step change in reactivity is given
ip Figure 13„ Fairly long periods exist for reactivities below 0064%9 or' the
rdactivity for prompt criticality.  For reactivities above 0.64% the period

becomes small rapidly„

Reactor Shielding

In making the shielding calculations, the method developed by M. Grotenhuis and

J. Butler* of Argonne National Laboratory was used.  The design basis for the

shielding calculations was that .the biological -shield be of sufficient thickness

to reduce the dose rate at the outer surface of the shields to 2.5 millirem

per hour when the reactor is operating at 116.4 TMW. In order to reduce :the
dose to-'this level the rhdial shield must ·consist of 905 feet** of ordinary con-
crete (density'equals 2.4 grams per cubic centi&eter). Above the core, 4.5

feet of heavy concrete and below the core, 4 feet of heavy concrete are sufficient

to reduce the dose rate to below the tolerance level.

*  ANL - 5544
** 8.5 feet are, actually provided since it is believed the calculations are

somewhat conservative.  Space has been provided for the addition of 1 foot

more of heavy concrete if it is needed.
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Heat production in all regions surrounding the reactor core are low enough
to permit reactot operatiorl without cooliAg problems:

The composition and thicknesses of the different regions above, below, and

radially around the core is given in Table Wbelow:,

TABLE V
-

· - SHIELDING THICKNESSES

Direction Region · · Mate*rial               Thickness (cm)

,
Radial           1                Reactor Core 76.30 (core radius)

2                H20 (reflector) 25.40

i 3                Steel (thermal shield) 2.54Ill
4                H                        2.54

5                Steel (reactor vessel) 8.57

6 Insulation 7062

7                Air gap 7.62

.8 steel 1.91

9                Lead (95%pb+5%H20) 7.62

10 Steel 1«91

11 Ferroboron Plaster 1027
1

12 Ordinary concrete 243.84

Above            1 Cbre 72.30

2 H20 91.44

3 Steam 261062

4                Steel (tank cover) 12.70

4                             5 Insulation 12070
1
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(TABLE V Contd.)

Direction Region Material Thickness (cm)

Above            6 Void 15024

7                Barytes concrete 152.40

Below            1 Core 24o 80

2                H20 + Steel 4.00

3                H20 + Steel 5 o 00

4 H20 33.00

5                Steel (reactor vessel) 3.38

6 Insulation 9o 00

7 Steel 0.75

8                Lead (95%Pb+5%H20) 3 o 00

9 Steel 0.75

10                Heavy Concrete 48.00

11 Steel 4.00

The  calculated  fast ' and  thernial neu,tron fluxes and heating values  in  each

region are given below,

TABLE VI

NEUTRON FLUXES
AND HEATING VALUES

Direction Region Face Fast Thermal Heating
n/cm2-sec n/cm2-sec watts/cm3

2.00 x 1013 2000 (113) ,0.70
Radial ,       2         Inside

Outside 7.61 x 1011 5.77 (i2) . 0.23

3           I         7.61 (11) 5.77 (12) 1.80

0 4.26(11) 2.19 (12) 1007

4           I         4.26 (11) 2.19 (12) 0013

0         3„21 (11) 1038 (12) 0.12.

5           I         3.21 (11) 1.38 (12) 0.97

0         5.23 (10) 6.20 (10) 0013

6           I         5.23 (10) 6.20 (10) 0013
0         4.89 (10) 6.20 (io) 0013
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TABLE VI Contd.
Neutron Fluxes
and Heating Values

Direction Regign Face Fast Thermal Heating
n/cm2-sec n/cm2-sec watts/cm3

Radial  ·       7           I         4„89 (10) 6.20 ,(10) 0.13
0         4.60 (10) 6.20 (10) 0.13

8           I         4.60 (10) 6.19 (10) 0013
O

'

3.13 (10) 6.10 (10) Oo09

9           I         3013 (10) 6.10.(10) 2.10 (=1)
0      . 1.81 (10) 5002 (10) 8.50 (-3)

10           I         1.81 (10) 5.02 (10) 1.75 (-2)
0         1. 4 (10) 0000            1025 (-2)

11           I         1.24 (10,) Oooo 1.25 (-2)
0         1024 (10) Oooo 1025''(-2)

12           I         1.24 (10) Oooo 3.21 (-3)
0         2.70 (0) Oooo 1.71 (-9)

Above          2           I         2.00 (13) 2000 (13) O.62 (0)

0         9.45 (8) 5.83 (9) 9.81 (-3)

3           I         9.45 (8) 5.83 (9) 1.96 (-4)

0         3.64 (8) 9.98 (8) 6.34 (-5)

4           I         3.64 (8) 9.98 (8) 2071 (-2)
0         3.62 (7) 3.44 (7) 1.41 (-3)

5           I         3.62 (7) 3.44(7) 1041 (-3)

0         3.53 (7) 3.44(7) 1041 (-3)

6           I         3.53 (7) 3.44(7) 1.41 (-3)
0         3041 (7) 3.44 (7) 1.41 (-3)

7           I         3.41 (7) 3.44 (7) 6.67 (-4)

0         8.30 (0) 6.66 (1) 6.57 (-11)

Below          2           I         2.00 (13) 2.00 (13) 1.95 (0)
0         4.06 (12) 1016 (13)    .:.  1016 (0)

3           I         4.06 (12) 1016 (13) 1.98 (0)

0         2.74 (11) 9,95 (10) 0032 (0)
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TABLE VI (Contd)
Neutron Fluxes
and Heatihg Values

Fast Thermal Heating

Direction Region Face n/cm2-sec n/cm2-sec watts/cm3

Below          4           I         2.74 (11) 9.95 (10) 6.75 (-2)

0         7.89 (7) 4.25 (8) 3.83 (-3)

5           I         7.89 (7) 4.25 (8) 3.68 (-2)

0         1.68 (7) 1.72 (7) 5.36 (-3)

6           I         1.68 (7) 1.72 (7) 5.36 (-3)

0         1.50 (7) 1.72 (7) 5.36 (-3)

7           I         1,50 (7) 1.72 (7) 5.36 (-3)

0         1.80 (7) 1.50 (7) 3.50 (-3)

8           I         1.80 (7) 1.50 (7) 8.99 (-3)

0         4.00 (6) 1.37 (7) 1.87 (-3)

9           I         4.00 (6) 1.37 (7) 7.34 (-5)

0         2.89 (6) 6.47 (6) 4.96 (-5)

10           I         2.89 (6) 6.47 (6) 2.74 (-5)

0         3.21 (-1) 5.33 (-1) 5.83 (-12)

11           I         3.21 (-1) 5.33 (-1) 1.06 (-11)

0         5.88 (-2) 5.20 (-21 1.16 (-12)

The dose rate at varying distances in concrete is given in Figure 14

for the radial, above and below the core directions and an operating

power of 116.4 mw. This graph shows that the radial dose with 9.5

feet of ordinary concrete is approximately 2.5 mr per hour. It is

believed that the calculations are somewhat conservative.  Therefore,

only 8.5 feet of concrete is provided in the radial direction.  Space

will  e left to add 1 foot of heavy concrete if it is needed.

The belief that our calcJlations are conservative is based on experig
nce

obtained   at the Argonne National Laboratory   on   the EBWR. Shielding experiment-s

there: showed ·that the biological shield of the EBWR was conservatively designed.
Since our shielding calculations were based on the method of calcul

ation

used by ANL, it is felt'that our results would also be somewhat conservati
ve.

1,
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VOID FRACTION AND FLOW DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE ELK RIVER REACTOR CORE

INTRODUCTION

Steam void fraction and coolailt flow distributions have been calculated

for the Elk River boiling reactor core for a number of different

operating conditions.  These distrihutions and the neutron flux and

heat generation distributions are dependent on each other; consequently
a series of trial and error approximations is, in principle 9 necessary

for the determination of all these distributions.

The basic method of analysis is given by Lottes and Flinn (1).  Modifica-

tions %0 this method have been hade as required.  All results were

computed with the aid of a Bendix G-15 digital computer.

OBJECT

The object of this work is to present calculated void fractions and

flow distributions for the following reactor operation alternates:

A:  Natural circulation, 148 fuel assemblies
(1) At the design power of 58 02 mwt:o·,
(2) At 75%, 50%, 25%, and 6% of the design power levelo

(3) At full power but at effective shroud heights lower
than the design value.

Bo  Natural circulation, 164 fuel assemblies, at twice the design

power.

C: Forced- circulation of 20.000 gpR, 148  fuel  assemblies,  at
design- power.

D.  Forced circulation of 20,000 gpm, 164 fuel assemblies, at

twice the design power.

RESULTS

Void fraction distributions were obtained by dividing the core into

five annular sections radially and 'eleven divisions axially.      The   void
fractions in each of the resulting 55 zones, for each of the four

principal reactor cases, are presented in-Figures 15 - 18.  Void

fractio# is defined as the ratio of steim volU,m& to the volume of the
st,eamrwater mixture, These figures also present the void fractions
in the ekit fluid from each radial section.  This void fraction may

be taken as equal to the void.fractiod in the shroud area above the

radial section° i Volume average values   for void fraction,   both   for
the  core· and s4reudg are given  for the principal. cases in Table  VII,
together, with the average inlet water velocity to thd' fuel channels 9
the total flow enterin  the fuel channels, the subcooling of this
flow and recirculation rates.  Table VIII presents for these cases the

computed parameters that are a function of radial distance:. inlet

water velocity,·· exit quality,. and distance from the bottom of the

cgre to onset of boiling.  Figures 19 and 20 present the flux distribu-
tions, axially and radially, on which the results are based.

(1)   Lottes,'.Po   kio   and  W„ So Flinn, Nuclear Science and Erigineering:

1, 461-476 (1956)0
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TABLE VII

Average Void Fractipns and Coolant Flows

Case:                              K.         B.        C          D
Circulation: Natural  , Natural Forced Forced

Thermal.Power (mw): 58.2, 116.4 58.2 11604

Number of Fuel Assemblies: 148' 164 148 164

Average Void Fraction, Core: 00,163 00243 60182· E.286

Average Void Fraction, Shroud:: 0.292 0.416 0.323 0.485
Average Idlet Yflocity (ft/sec)* 5030 5.88 4.30 3.88

Total.Inlet Flow to Core (gpm): 24,700 309300 206000 20v000

Subcooling of Flow t6 Core (F): 2.4 3.8 2.9        5.8
Recirculatioh Rate

(lb recirculated/lb steam): 34.9 20.8 28oo 13.5

TABLE VIII

Inlet Water Velocities, Exit Qualities, and Boiling:Lengths

Case: A B C D

Radial Zone Division   ( ft) :

ID Zbne 1                    0         0         0          0
OD Zbne 1; ID Zbne 2 1.357 1.445 1.357 1.445

OD Zbne 2; ID Zone 3 2.488 2.649 2.488 2o 649

OD Zone 3; ID Zone 4 3.392 3.613 3«392 3.613

OD   Zbne   4; .   ID   Zone 5 4.070 4.335 4.070 4.335
OD Zone 5 4.523 4.817 4.523 4:817

Inlet Water Velocity (ft/sec):

1 Zbne 1 5.29 6.15 ·4»91 4.40

Zbne 2 5.70 6.12 4.80 4.33
Zbne 3 5.48 6.02 4051 4.10

Zbne 4 5.05 5.74 3.98 3.60

Zbne 5 4.73 5.47 3.58 3018

Exit Quality:

Zone 1 0.0371 O.0641 0.0436 0.0881

Zone 2 0.0344 ·0.0586 O.0408 d.0815
Zbne 3 0.0292 0.0486 0.0355 0.0704
Zbne 4 000226 0:0362  , 0.0289 0.0578
Zbne 5 0.0189 0.0298 0.0255 0„0522

Distance from Bottom of Core to Onset of Boiling (ft):

Zbne 1 0.636 0.577 0.644 0.639
Zbne 2 0.669 0.613 O.674 0.673
Zone 3 00742 0.692 0.736 0.739
Zone 4 0.868 0.831 0.835 0.834

Zone 5 0.963 0.932 0.899 O.886
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Table IX  gives the more important Fore flow characteristics for

operation of the reactor at varying power output, under'natural
circulation conditions.  The reactor pressure for each part-power                  I

case is calculated on the assumption that turbine throttle pressure

is maintained constant as load decreases and reactor pressure is

permitted to decrease ·accordingly.

Entrainment of steam bubbles in the downcomer liquid has the same

effect as decreasing the shroud height„  Core flow characteristics
were calculated for a series of values of effective shroud·heightg

for full-power natural circulation operation, in order to help

assess the problem: of steam ehtrainment. These results are presented

in Table X.

DISCUSSION

The principal uncertainty in the computed results arises from the

need for experimental values of slip ratio  (the ratio of local steam

velocity to local water velocity) .for the ooiling fuel channels under
considgration.  These values are not available for the conditions

desired and it is necessary to assume that available data for somewhat

different conditions are applicable.  It is in addition necessary to

extrapolate these data a considerable distance beyond their experimental

Bange·o  The· data used were taken from Figure 10 of Lottes and Flinn(1)

and were obtained 'using a 1/2 x 2-inch rectangular, 60-inch long vertical

boiling channel operated at a pressure of 600 psig and a maximum power

density of 50 kw/liter.  The Elk River fuel channels are the spaces between

0.45-inch diameter fuel rods mounted on·a 0.75-inch square pitch, also

have a 60-inch'length, but are operated at a pressure Qf, 922 psig and a

local maximum power density of 96 kw/liter when reactor power is 58.2 mwt.

The experimental results cover a. range of inlet water velocities from

about 1.2 to .3.0 ft/sec. The calculated Elk River inlet water velocities
in Table VIII range frdm 3.18.to 6.15 ft/sec. Consequently, the results

mu,st be considered in doubt insofar as.uncertainty in the extrapolated

slip ratios exists.

In order to assess quantitatively the effect of uncertainty in slip

ratio, two different extrapolations were made and the results compared«

One extrapolation assumes that slip ratio has a constant-value of 2.0
for inlet water velocities greater than 3.0· ft/sec.  The other extra-

polatiod consists of- fitting  the   data  by the following  dquation:

Slip Ratio = (V + 2.7)/V

Where V = Inlet water velocity, ft/sec

and using this equation to predict slip ratios outside the experimental

range«  These two extrapolations appear equally plausible.  A comparison

of computed results for the. two methods is given in Table XI.  It is

seen that the difference in void ftactions predicted by the two methods

is si4nificant„  The more conservative results are obtained using the

equati6n and all reported results in the previous section have been

based on slip ratios obtained in this way.

(1)   Lottes,   P.   A.   and  W. S. Flinn, Nuclear Sciehce and Engineering:

 , 461-476 (1956)
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TABLE IX

Principal Core Flow Characteristics for Part-Power Operation
Case A'g Natural Circulation, 148 Fuel Assemblies.

Thermal Power (mw): 58.20 43.65 29„10 14.55 3.49
Percent of Design Power: 100       75        50         25         6

e

Reactor Pressure (psia): 936.5 828.9 740.2 668.8 626«1
Average Void Fraction, Cbre: 0.163 O.148 0.122 000821 0.0303
Average Void Fraction, Shroud: 0.292 00263 00217 0.147 0.0545
Average Inlet Velocity (ft/sec): 5030 5.12 4.76 4.03 2.:5 .-

Total Inlet Flow to Core (gpm): 249700 23,800 22,100 18,700 119800
Subcooling of Flow to Core (F): 2.4 105 009 0.4 Ool

Average Exit Quality from Core: 0.0278 0.0210 0.0147 0.00859 0.00330

Recirculation Rate (lb recirc./lb
steam): 34.9 46.6 67.0 115o4 30202

Average Distance from Bottom of
Core to OnAet of Boiling (ft): 00790 00712 O.660 0.536 0.414

TABLE X

Effect of Shroud Height on Core Flow Characteristics
Natural Circulation, 148 Fuel AsIemblies, 58.2 'mw Poeer

,

Effective Shroud Height (ft): 1:22 4.0 3.0, 2.0 1.0
-

Average Void Fraction, Core: 0.163 0.169 0.175 0.183 '0.192

Average Void Fraction, Shroud:: 0 o 292 0.303 0.312 0.325 0.340
Average Inlet Velocity (ft/sec): 5030 4.93 4.59 4023 3.81
Total Inlet Flow to Core (gpd): 24,700 22,900 21,400 199700 17,700
Subcooling of Flow to Core (F):· 2.4 205 207 3o0 3.3
Average Exit vQuality  From Cord: 0.0278 0.0300 000322 0.0351 0.0390

Recirculation Rate (lb recirc./
lb'steam): 34.9 32.3 30,1 27.5 24.7

Average Distance from Bottom of
Core to Onset of Boiling (ft): 00790 0.787 0.789 0.775 0.775
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TABLE XI

Comparison.of Results for Different Slip Ratio Extrapolations
Case   A   ::     58.2 :mw 'Pdwer, Natural Circulation

Slip Ratio = (V + 207) /V 2.0

Average  Voi d Fraction, Core: 00163 0.139

Average Void Fraction, Shroud: 00292 0.250

Average Inlet Velocit9 (ft/set): 5.30 5.01

Total Inlet Flow to Core (gpm): 24,700               23,300

Subcooling of Flow to Core (F): 2.4 2.5

Average Exit Quality from Core: 0.0278 000298

Recirculation Rate (lb recirculated
/ lb steam): 34.9 3206

Average Distance from Bottom of Core
to Onset of Boiling (ft): Oo 790 0.750

Aj number of other assumptions and uncertainties may be listed,  none of
which are considered as significant as the uncertainty in slip ratio.
These are:

1.    Uncertainty in the external loss coefficient.  The resistance to
flow in all parts of the natural circulation loop except for the heated
leg is made up principally of turning, entrance, and exit losses.  These
are difficult to determine accurately without experiments on the specific
geometry of interest. The external loss coefficient has been estimated
as well as possible without data and the effect 02 varying it has been
studied briefly:  Its effect can be significant but the resulting error
is not believed as large as that due to slip ratio uncertainty.

2. Error resulting from incomplete convergence  of   flux  and  void
fraction tomputations.  This is believed small„

3.    The assumptions in the analysis of Lottes and Flinn (1).  Slip ratio
is assumed'constant within each channel and various other assumptions
are made'in deriving the pressure drop equation and the two-phase friction
factors.  That these assumptions do not lead·to significant errors has been
verified by Lottes and Flinn by a comparison of inlet velocities and voi4

fractions predicted by their method with their experimental results.

4.    Assumptions made in applying the Lottes and Flinn analysis.  The core

flow has been analyze& assuming individual flow channels.  Actually the
flow channels are not separate and some horizontal flow may occur.  Each
flow channel has been assumed'to have the dimensiont of a channel wi hin
a fuel assembly; channels between assemblies actually have slightly larger
flow areas.  The vertical heat generation pattern has bden approximated by

a series of linear segments and the horizontal pattern has been approximated
by assuming constant heat generation in each of five radial zones (see
Figures 19 ind 20).  None of these assumptions are believed to introduce signi-
ficant error.

-49-(1) see page 47.
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APPENDIX A.

DRAWINGS

Title                                                        Drawing Number

Block Diagram- Nuclear Instrumentation 12D-10100

Block Diagram- Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation 12D-10200

Block Diagram- Rod Control 12D-10500
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